
 

MCC Service Opportunity 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Assignment Title:                Peace Program Support Worker                                                                Term:    3 Years 

FTE:  1    
Agency:     
Location: Phnom Penh, Cambodia    
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
All MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to: a personal Christian faith and discipleship;  
active church membership; and biblical nonviolent peacemaking. 
MCC is an equal opportunity employer, committed to employment equity. MCC values diversity and invites 
all qualified candidates to apply. 
 
Synopsis: 

 
 

The MCC Service Worker (SW) will support two local peace and justice organizations in organizational capacity 
building. Their work will include: monitoring MCC’s grant funding to its peace partner organizations, assisting with 
proposal writing, monitoring and evaluation, and strategic and project planning. The SW will work with local peace 
and justice organizations to assist them in securing funding, preparing reports, collaborating with boards, reviewing 
programming and other basic organizational needs as they arise. The SW will also co-resource with other MCC 
Service Workers and partners as needed and as time permits.   
  
Approximately 80% time will be devoted to the partner organizations, 20% time will be devoted to networking with 
other peace and justice organizations, possibly representing MCC at various meetings and events as well as other 
MCC related tasks.  This will be done in collaboration with other MCC peace workers and the Country 
Representatives. 

 
 
Qualifications: 

 
1. Degree and/or experience in International Development or Nonprofit management.  In addition, specialization in 

social work and/or peace and conflict studies would be an advantage. 
2. Previous work and basic understanding of NGO’s or non-profit organizations. 
3. Experience in, report writing, monitoring, evaluation and research, proposal writing and strategic planning; in 

peace, development or social science fields. 
4. Strong written communication skills, and ideally experience preparing proposals and reports for international 

donor audiences. 
5. Comfortable working independently and structuring work plans independently. 
6. Good relational skills, respectful of the host culture, interested to working alongside others as opposed to 

imposing ideas. 
7. Ability to work comfortably within values consistent with Anabaptist teaching on peace, justice and reconciliation. 
8. Ability to work well with teams (collaborative work and tolerance for group decision making). 
9. Ability to dream/brainstorm, visionary. 
10. Ability to use internet, as well as Information Technology skills is a plus. 
11. Willing to diligently study, learn, and communicate in the Khmer language. 
12. Self-motivated, demonstrated flexibility and ability to thrive in ambiguity and an unstructured job. 
13. Willing to use motos or tuk-tuks for travel (either to drive or as a passenger). 
 
Assignment Narrative:  

 
 

This country is still emerging from the genocide era of the Khmer Rouge that killed nearly 1.7 million people, 
destroyed the educational, health, and legal systems, and the general infrastructure within the country, while creating 
an atmosphere of mistrust, fear, and hopelessness.  However, open conflict with the last remaining Khmer Rouge 
faction ended well-over a decade ago and Cambodians are thankful for the peace and stability that has reigned 
throughout the 2000s. 
 



MCC has a dynamic program in Cambodia, partnering with Cambodian led organizations and agencies in order to 
further the capacity of the leaders and of the organization.  By working with these partners, MCC Cambodia hopes to 
develop and enhance the skills and confidence of local people - to develop leaders and organizations who can be 
agents of change in Cambodia. 
 
MCC has partner relationships with several organizations working for peace in Cambodia.  MCC has been working 
with Women Peacemakers (WPM) since 2004 and with Returnee Integration Support Center (RISC) since 2002 by 
providing both grant funding and SW support. While both partners need organizational assistance, their needs are 
quite different. 
 
WPM 
Women Peacemakers works to empower Cambodian communities to protect the rights of women and children 
through reducing all forms of violence.  WPM works in Kampong Cham province to train communities on Women and 
Children's Rights and Conflict Management.  They work in Phnom Penh to train university students on criminal and 
civil law and how young people can protect themselves from exploitation.  More information can be found at their 
website www.wopema.org. 
 
MCC has partnered with WPM since 2004.  We have been with them since the early days of their organization and 
MCC has supported with general organizational development, securing funding, developing policies, communicating 
with donors and other groups, etc.  MCC has also been a consistent funder of WPM, providing funding for core costs, 
as well as trainings on Women & Children's Rights in Kampong Cham and Youth & Peace trainings in Phnom Penh.  
WPM has been quite successful in their program work, so their main challenge going forward is to develop on the 
administrative side so that they are able to secure solid funding for their projects. 
 
RISC 
The Returnee Integration Support Center (RISC) works to Assist Cambodian-American's who went to the US as 
refugees and were later deported to Cambodia, with integration into Cambodian society. Since 2002, over 400 
returnees have come to Cambodia. They often left Cambodia as young children, or were born in Thai refugee camps 
and have never seen this country before. The transition from American to Cambodian society can be a very big 
challenge; leaving this population vulnerable to conflict, or for some, the regression to risky behaviors. RISC works to 
provide orientation, assist returnees with negotiating the Cambodian legal system, employment training, medical 
assistance, short-term housing, counseling and most importantly, providing a community around which a new life can 
be built. To those lacking critical cultural and social resources, RISC’s safety net helps this population contribute to a 
peaceful Cambodian society. For more information please visit www.risccambodia.org. 
 
MCC has been working with RISC since its inception in 2002 through SW support, funding and through service on 
their board. MCC's consistent involvement has helped RISC through many ups and downs, with capacity building, 
fundraising, donor relations, program advising, strategic planning and other forms of organizational development. 
Thanks in part to the work of MCC, RISC has continued to be able to provide services to a unique and vulnerable 
community that could otherwise slip through the cracks.  
 
MCC Cambodia expects you will participate regularly in the life and worship of a local church. 
 
Duties: 

 
The MCC Service Worker will work for both WPM and RISC to help develop their organizational capacity. Specific 
areas of support will include, but are not limited to: 

· Develop, and strengthen management roles. 
· Assist with overall strategic planning and guidance. 
· Provide support with developing professional social work practices to program staff (RISC). 
· Assist with the development of project planning and systems of monitoring and evaluation. 
· Assist in preparation of grant proposals. 
· Assist in preparing annual and semester report for WPM donors. 
· Assist with improving website and other social media and continue training staff to maintain it. 
· Demonstrate a cooperative spirit, and function as an active member of the MCC Cambodia team through 

regular reporting and attendance at team meetings. 
 
The Partner organization assumes responsibility for submission of timely proposal, progress, and financial reports to 
MCC, the MCC SW may assist in the editing of these documents. 
 



The SW will collaborate with the Representatives and other service workers in an effort to define more strategically 
the focus of MCC peace and justice work in Cambodia.  This may involve networking with other peace and justice 
organizations, attending peace conferences, and reading relevant peace materials in the Cambodian context. 
 
MCC Cambodia Team Support: 
The SW will be a part of the MCC Cambodia team which is comprised of other service workers and national staff. In 
this role the SW will participate in regular team meetings, give support and encouragement to other team members, 
and bring a sense of humility, respect, and mutual accountability to the team.  The SW may be a co-resource for 
other MCC Staff, as time permits.  
 
S/he will be report to the director of WPM and RISC for day to day responsibilities and direction.  The SW will report 
to the MCC Representatives for their overall assignment in Cambodia, MCC reporting, and team life. 

 
Location Description: 

 
 

Cambodia is located in Southeast Asia between Vietnam and Thailand and bordered on the north by Laos.  The 
population is about 15 million, with about 80% living in rural areas.   
 
The service worker will be based in Phnom Penh, the capital and largest city in Cambodia with a population 
estimated at 2 million people.  Phnom Penh has numerous busy markets where people buy rice, fruits, vegetables, 
clothing, DVDs, and housewares.  It also has several modern supermarkets where North American foodstuffs are 
available.  Phnom Penh continues to become more cosmopolitan, with new restaurants, stores and coffee shops 
opening every day, catering to the growing Cambodian middle class and large expatriate community.  Recently, the 
riverside has been renovated into a public promenade, which has become quite a popular hangout for families and 
young adults in the evenings and weekends. 
 
The climate of Cambodia can take some time to get accustomed to; the high heat and humidity can sometimes feel 
oppressive, especially when you are traveling in the city.  Along with much of the country, MCC has a 1.5 hour lunch 
period from 12:00 – 1:30pm during the hottest part of the day.  Most offices in the city are air conditioned and most 
MCCers have an air conditioner in their bedrooms. Homes in the city are often made of cement, lined with tile on the 
floors and walls, and iron grates cover the doors and windows.  Most MCCers in Phnom Penh live in apartments.  
Electricity in the city is widely prevalent and usually consistent; however, power outages do occur somewhat regularly 
during the hot season (March-May), though, these usually only last for a few hours at a time.  Most homes do not 
have phone lines; however, MCCers have cell phones. 
 
A common challenge for most MCCers in Phnom Penh is the growing traffic congestion as more and more people are 
purchasing cars. At first, traffic in the city seems very chaotic and sometimes feels life-threatening, but quickly you will 
learn that it does have its own set of unwritten rules and ebb and flow. Daily, scheduled buses travel between Phnom 
Penh and the provincial capitals throughout the country. Formal public transportation within Phnom Penh is 
nonexistent. Most MCCers travel around town on small motorbikes (driving or as a passenger on a moto-taxi), 
bicycles, or in a tuktuk—a motorcycle taxi with carriage attached to the back (see 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auto_rickshaw#Cambodia). MCC maintains motorbikes that are shared among MCC 
workers in the city.  
 
Internet, in Phnom Penh, is widely available, affordable, and can be quite fast.  Most MCCers have 3G internet 
modems for their laptops.  Most MCCers communicate with family and friends back home via Skype. 
 
95% of Cambodians are Buddhist, 4% are Muslim, and about 1% are Christian.  In Phnom Penh, here are a wide 
variety of Cambodian churches, as well as four major English-language international churches.  MCC workers are 
encouraged to participate in both Cambodian and English-language churches. 
 
Medical care is continually improving in Phnom Penh.  Recently, 2 Bangkok Hospital Medical Center-affiliated 
hospitals opened in Cambodia, providing reputable, basic care: one in Phnom Penh and one in Siem Reap.  
Additionally, there are a number of clinics with expat doctors.  MCC’s expectation is that basic medical care will be 
accessed in Cambodia.  However, with a doctor’s recommendation, more specialized care can be received in 
Thailand. 
  
Vacation days, along with national holidays (MCC observes 17 each year), provide plenty of opportunities to explore 
Cambodia.  The Temples of Angkor near Siem Reap are a must see and will give some perspective on the great 
history of art and culture of Cambodia. 
 



For additional information about Cambodia, the Lonely Planet guides are a good resource: 
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/cambodia. 
 

 
 

Challenges: 
Medical Care: 

· Professional counseling and mental health services are limited. 
· Professional physiotherapy is limited and reputable chiropractic services are not available. 
· Medical facilities outside of Phnom Penh and Siem Reap are well below international standards and are 

absolutely not recommended.  Quality, basic medical care can be accessed in Phnom Penh and Siem Reap.  
As determined by a doctor, specialized care is available in Thailand. 

· Outdoor exercise spaces, for activities such as jogging or biking, are limited.  (However, there are exercise 
options if you are willing to be open-minded and creative.  There are also several gyms in Phnom Penh, 
some which have reasonably priced membership fees.) 

 
Finding appropriate spiritual support may be a challenge.  Some MCCers have found they need to seek additional 
spiritual nurturing and support outside of regular church attendance.  Small groups and house churches are available 
and can help fill this need. 
 
MCC volunteers have been able to form meaningful relationships with MCC national staff, Cambodian staff at partner 
organizations, and other Cambodians in general.  But, these relationships can take time to develop, and—in the 
meantime—you may experience significant periods of time alone.  Learning Khmer will help to enhance relationships 
with Cambodian people and is important for building these relationships.  MCC provides three months of full-time 
language study at the beginning of your term, and continued study after this is encouraged. 
 
Corruption is rampant, and can be seen in daily life, but violence in Cambodia is rarely a problem and usually easy to 
avoid.  Within Phnom Penh, there is the occasional mugging or theft, but these are not usually violent.  You should be 
diligent in keeping wallets, cameras, purses, backpacks, etc. under personal control; and, if possible, you should 
avoid carrying these items with you after dark.  Even in an office or house, you should secure your valuable items.  
(MCC can provide a locked cabinet, if needed, to store valuables.) 

 
 


